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In this article I will describe my MSc thesis project that I recently

completed in the the Computer Graphics and Visualization Group. During

my thesis I built the Online Anatomical Human, a web application that

allows users to explore anatomical information and add annotations in

3D [1].

Human anatomy is complex in its nature and from the late bronze age to this
date people have been trying to understand it. Resources such as books and
software exist to train students in their knowledge of the human body. Most
books focus on specific parts of the body or try to give a general overview.
Images in books present the information from a single viewpoint, since inter-
action is not possible. Several software tools have been developed to illustrate
anatomy. The aims of these tools are diverse, including education, anatomical
research, surgical training and pre-operative planning.

The Online Anatomical Human (OAH)
Let me introduce the Online Anatomical Human, an online browser and annota-
tion system for real human anatomy (figure 1). It makes 2D and 3D anatomical
data, based on medical imaging, available to everyone with an Internet con-
nection. The system runs completely inside a web-browser and directly from
the web. There is no need to install any plugins or other software.

The application functions as an educational tool where users can not only
retrieve, but also add and share information. Its main contribution is that
this system is the first of its kind to offer real anatomical data in an online
environment with existing linked knowledge and the possibility to add new in-
formation. I describe this data as real anatomical data, because it is obtained
from medical imaging data and is not based on an idealized average anatomy.
Besides tools for exploration of the data, an editor is available for annotations.
These annotations can be added to the 3D mesh directly, by adding landmark,
region or line/contour annotations. This information can be used to enrich
the model. A Leap Motion device can be used to interact with the model in a
more intuitive way than with just a mouse and keyboard. The system is built
in such a way that other input devices can be supported as well.

Figure 1: The Online Anatomical Human browsing system for human anatomy.
A 3D model of the human pelvis is shown alongside three orthogonal 2D views

containing medical imaging data.

3D Annotation
The following types of annotations are available in OAH:

1. Landmark: These are single points on the surface of an anatomical struc-
ture. This type of annotation is used either to label an exact point, or
to sub-label a structure without a specific region.

2. Region: Regions are used when a certain part of a structure needs to be
annotated, without being precise. This can be useful when, for example,
two parts of a structure need to be distinguishable, but the actual border
is not evident. This method uses a brush and works well to quickly
annotate larger areas.

3. Line/contour: This type of annotation is used to show lines on the sur-
face. As figure 2 shows, lines exist in anatomy. This type of annotation
is also useful for more precise annotations than regions. Regions do
not have clearly defined edges, whereas lines do. Lines can be set to
form a contour. In this case the beginning and endpoint of the line are
connected as well.

The difficulty with annotations lies in the fact that they are placed on a 3D
surface. For single points this is not a problem, as long as the point where the
marker must be placed is visible in the current view. For regions and (closed)
line segments, solutions are less trivial. For brushes we do not just need one
point, but a range of points within a certain radius. For lines we need a strip
of points to follow the curvature of the model.

For the region annotations I used a forward-search algorithm. First, the point
on the mesh directly below the cursor is taken. Then the connected vertices
within the selected radius are found using a forward search similar to Dijkstra’s
algorithm. Because of how the algorithm works, only points on parts of the
surface that are connected get colored. This prevents discontinuities in the
coloring process.

Figure 2: An annotated human pelvic bone in the Online Annatomical Human

To get to the initial point below the cursor I used an off-screen rendering.
With this method, the mesh is rendered a second time in the background, with
each triangle rendered with a distinct unique color. To retrieve the triangle
below the cursor, we can simply check the color for the corresponding pixel
in the background rendering. This is much faster than raycasting techniques
and speed was a high priority in the web environment. Figure 2 shows the
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annotation view with an annotated human pelvic bone. In this case, the main
regions of the pelvic bone are annotated and a landmark point is placed.

Leap Motion
When I got my hands on a Leap Motion device, I just had to try and see whether
I could make it work within the application. The Leap motion is a computer
hardware sensor device that supports hand and finger motions as input and
does not require the user to touch anything [2]. This was originally not even
part of the project description, but sometimes trying something new at random
can lead to beautiful things. In short time a basic prototype application was
built showing a mesh of a pelvic bone. The Leap Motion can be used to control
the camera and to paint on the mesh with a brush. I put a short video showing
this interaction online. The reactions on this video were overwhelming, Leap
Motion even covered it in their newsletter. At that moment I knew this was
something that I needed to explore further. The result was Leap Mesh Painter,
as can be seen in figure 3. Although it started out as a mere proof-of-concept
application, it has become a small project on its own.

The technique can be used for different applications as well. In the operation
room for instance, computers are often used to display information about the
patient and medical imaging data such as pre-operative scans. When images
on this screen need to be rotated or a different view is needed, the surgeon
needs to tell someone else to do this for him, because his hands need to
remain sterile. With the Leap Motion, the surgeon would be able to control
the screen directly, without touching any input devices.

There have been live demos at the Delft Data Science New Years Event and
study information days for Clinical Technology. It will soon be featured in a
blog article on the Leap Motion website and will be part of the Leap Motion
examples on their developer page. Leap Mesh Painter is currently available
to try out for yourself at http://www.seedoubleyou.nl/blog/leap-mesh-painter-
demo.

Figure 3: The Leap Mesh Painter prototype application

In order to make Leap Mesh Painter controllable without ever needing to
use a mouse, I had to think of ways to change the properties of the brush,
such as the color and the diameter. In order to this I built in gestures to
open these controls, one of which is Leap Color Picker. This color picker
can be controlled by moving your hand in the air. A detailed description
and tutorial to build your own Leap supported color picker is available at
http://www.seedoubleyou.nl/blog/leap-motion-colorpicker.

Implementation
WebGL is used to render the 3D views. This is a relatively new technique
to utilize the power of the graphics card inside a web browser environment.

WebGL is gaining in popularity and support quickly. Except for Internet Ex-
plorer, all major browsers support WebGL, even on mobile devices. The project
relies on Three.js, a javascript framework that simplifies the way of working
with WebGL [3]. A challenge is to keep the system as lightweight as possible,
so that it runs not only on high-end machines, but on tablet computers as
well. This means that the models must not become too large in filesize, while
maintaining enough detail to be anatomically correct. I converted the mod-
els to a JSON format which can be imported in Three.js directly. These files
are considerably smaller than the wavefront OBJ files the model was originally
stored in. This is even further decreased when the model mesh is simplified
using decimation techniques before conversion.

Conclusion
Working on this project was challenging, instructive and a whole lot of fun.
You do not often get the chance to completely work on your own for a large
project during your study. This was something I really wanted to do for a long
time. It is not that I do not like working in groups, on the contrary, but in
order to really challenge yourself and discover your strengths, such a project
is perfect. Plus, I never felt alone, the Computer Graphics and Visualization
group is a collection of great and fun people, and that always helps.

If you would like to explore the possibilities of doing your bachelor or master
thesis project with the CGV group, please take a look at their website [4].
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